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S. Korea readies for first direct presidential race in years
Split between opposition
threatens democratic chance
By Barry Renfrew
A s s o c ia te d Press Bureau C hief

Seoul
A battle between opposition
leaders Kim Young-sam and Kim
Dae-jung over who will run for
president has aroused fears that
the opposition may rip itself
apart.
The two Kims said Tuesday
that they could not meet a selfimposed deadline to decide which
one would run for president later
this year. Aides said both men
are now likely to run.
On Wednesday, Kim Youngsam asked Kim Dae-jung not to
run, and worried party leaders
formed a six-man committee to
bring the two together for more
talks.
The split has dismayed the
many Koreans who supported
massive anti-government pro
tests this summer that forced the
authoritarian government of

Opposition leader asks rival
to decline presidential race
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President Chun Doo-hwan to ac
cept the first direct presidential
elections in 16 years. The elec
tions are to be held before Dec.
20.
“ It is profoundly regrettable,
even disgusting, to witness the
two opposition leaders proving
themselves incapable of reaching
an accord,” The Korea Times
said in an editorial Wednesday.
Political observers said the
split could threaten chances of
moving towards a more stable
and mature democracy by conti
nuing the factionalism and con
frontational politics that have
long plagued South Korea.
“ The single opposition can
didate has become a matter of
national concern, not because of
who would come to power, but
because it would decide whether
the country would be able to
See SPLIT, back page
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By Paul Shin
A s s o c ia te d Press W rite r
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Oppositional split has dismayed
the many Koreans who supported
massive anti-government protests
this summer that forced the
authoritarian government of
President Chun Doo-hwan to ac
cept direct presidential elections

Seoul
O p p o s itio n
le a d e r
Kim
Young-sam on Wednesday asked
rival Kim Dae-jung to drop out
of the presidential race to bolster
his own chances, but Kim Daejung said he had not made up his
mind.
Kim Young-sam, 59, president
of the country’s main opposition
party, told a news conference
that if party adviser Kim Daejung stays out of the presidential
race, he would be revered as “ a
national leader.”
“ It is my judgment that my
running is in accord with reason
and to ensure the safe transition
to democracy,” said the presi
dent of the Reunification Demo
cratic Party.
The electio n , te n tativ ely
scheduled before Dec. 20, marks

the first direct presidential
balloting in 16 years. It follows
massive anti-government pro
tests for democracy in June and
the decision by President Chun
Doo-hwan to step down in Feb
ruary.
The governing Democratic
Ju stice P arty alread y has
nominated its president, Roh
Tae-woo, as its presidential can
didate. The split in the opposi
tion is likely to enhance the pro
spects of Roh, one of the generals
who helped install Chun.
Kim Young-sam offered Kim
D ae-jung, 61, the p a r ty ’s
presidency in exchange for drop
ping out of the presidential race.
Kim Dae-jung called the pro
posal “ nothing new” but said, “ I
need about one week or so to
make my final decision.”
Kim Young-sam and Kim
See KIM, back page

A . S en ate en d o rses
re q u ire m e n t ch an g e
By Lawrence Anton
Staff Writer____________________

The Academic Senate Tuesday
discussed a resolution aimed at
strengthening Cal Poly’s affir
mative action program.
Also, Cal Poly President War
ren Baker, addressing the senate,
stressed the importance of long
term planning, saying it is
essential if Cal Poly is to help
fulfill California’s educational
needs into the year 2000.
A nd, in a m em orandum
distributed to the senate, the
Academic Senate general educa
tion and breadth committee en
dorsed a proposal from the office
of Academic Affairs that could
make it easier for some students
to fulfill English, philosophy and
humanities requirements.
Cal Poly’s affirmative action
program was established 14
years ago to help increase the
number of minorities and women
employed by the university.
Last March, Baker required
that each department select an
affirmative action facilitator to
assist faculty and staff selection
committees in achieving affir
mative action goals when hiring
employees.
A resolution submitted to the
senate by the committee on the
status of women reiterates the
importance of the facilitator’s
role in achieving affirmative ac
tion goals and it expands their
role to include retention efforts.
The resolution also aims to in
crease communication between
the Affirmative Action office and

the Academic Senate.
Commenting on Cal Poly’s ef
forts to attract and retain quali
fied m inority and women
employees, Maria Ortiz, pro
fessor of biological science and
member of the committee on the
status of women, said, “ They’re
doing a lot, but you can always
do more.”
Affirmative action officer
Smiley Wilkins, explaining dif
ficulties
achieving
program
goals, said, “ In any university
you’re going to have people who
resent what you’re doing, and
you’re going to have people who
are really for it. That’s human
nature.”
Both Wilkins and Ortiz said
retention of qualified minorities
and women is difficult. The reso
lution should help, they said,
because it charges affirmative
action facilitators with assisting
departments in retaining minori
ty group members, adding that
retention efforts could include
helping new employees adjust to
both the university and the
community
Wilkins added that the number
of black faculty has steadily
decreased.
No action was taken on the
resolution. It will be discussed
again at the next senate meeting
in two weeks.
California State University
campuses, said Baker, have been
asked by CSU Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds to submit a report
by May 1, 1988 outlining future
faculty and class room requireSee SENATE, page 4
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Workers pour cement on the second level of the four-level, 292-space parking structure under construction
on Marsh and Chorro streets. Work began on the $3.9 million garage after City Council approval in mid-July.
Completion of the structure, hoped to relieve downtown parking congestion, is projected for January 1989.

Act mandates changed GSL rules
Now all student loan applicants must pass eligibility test
By Donna Taylor

Stan Writer

Requirements for Guaranteed
Student Loans (GSL) have
changed at Cal Poly, making it
mandatory for all applicants to
complete a need analysis.
F in a n c ia l
a id
d ir e c to r
Lawrence Wolf said that up until
last October, students who made
less than $30,000 a year, or
whose p aren ts
did,
were
automatically eligible to receive a
GSL.
“ Due to the Higher Education
Act of 1986, even these appli
cants must now have a need
analysis,” said Wolf.
Wolf has noticed a significant
reduction in applications for
loans this year, but he could not
pinpoint the reason.
“ Some students could feel that
they would not be eligible if a

need analysis was conducted,” he
said. “ Or some may be more
concerned with staying out of
debt, so they get a job or maybe
don’t eat as much. We really are
not sure if the new requirement
has had an effect.”
A report by College Press Ser
vice released last week says that
as many as 20 percent of stu
dents nationwide who got GSLs
last year won’t be able to get
them this year. The Higher
Education Act is accredited in
the report with making loans
more difficult to receive.
According to Wolf, last year
Cal Poly students received 3,100
GSLs worth $7 million, 2,500
Pell Grants totaling $3.4 million,
and 984 Cal Poly scholarships
worth $600,000.
G ov.
D e u k m e jia n
gave
statewide financial aid recipients
a boost, however, in an unrelated

move that declared a 20-year-old
financial ‘aid law unconstitu
tional.
The law allowed college cam
puses to pull financial aid for up
to two years for any behavior the
campus president or administra
tion felt was inappropriate. It
was designed in the 1960s when
campus
dem onstrations
and
rallies were common.
“ We have never had an occassion where we had to pull finan
cial aid from a student for that
reason,” said Wolf. “ So the law
will really not have an effect on
the students here.”
According to a news release by
the California State Student
Association, which sponsored the
bill Deukmejian signed, an inci
dent at Cal State Fullerton pro
mpted the development of the
bill.
See M O N E Y , page 4
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On the street

Do you think Bork
will be a fair judge
in the Supreme Court ?
Grace Frantz,
volunteer:

senior

citizen

“ I’m undecided. 1 think it
looks as if he’s not too good a
candidate. Some of his opinions
are pretty far to the right. I’d
like to see someone more in the
middle or even to the left.’’

John Vlahandreas, agriculture
business management, senior:
“ If he can make more money
to bag more chicks, let him in.’’

Less fortunate creatures
make life a carnival ride
►bout a week and a half ago 1 was finally able
to get to the Rainbow Theatre to see the
critically loved Swedish film “ My Life As A Dog.’’
Not surprising, this warm tale of a young boy
dealing with the imminent death of his mother and
other assorted traumas of just growing up, has
stuck in my mind.
One especially poignant theme was the young
boy’s ability to make ^
mm
■■■
himself feel better by P a S t d O S d I i n G
imagining how much
worse things could be.
H is
f a v o r ite
m ind
distraction was about a
dog sent up in space by
the Soviets, only to be
left starving to death in
the cold cruel universe
after its food ran out.
Working for Mustang
Daily, no matter how far
behind deadline we are,
could never be as bad as
the death of my mother,
but
I o f te n
m u st
remember what a lucky girl I am when the feeling
that my parade is being rained on comes about.
For example, this week I’ve made myself feel
better by imagining what it would be like to be
David Soul. I’m sure everybody remembers the
highly philosophical TV show “ Starsky And
Hutch.’’ Well, Soul played Hutch and what a claim
to fame that is. Besides acting(?), he recorded some
pretty horrible love songs. But talk about love;
this poor guy has been accused of being a
womanizer and wife beater and to top it all off, a
lush.
When the plight of David Soul isn’t enough to
make me feel lucky to be myself, I think of a poor
Indianapolis, Ind., housewife who didn’t even have
good enough stuff for some snobbish burglars to

Steal. After invading this woman’s home, the bur
glars left a note saying, in essence, “ we didn’t find
nothing worth stealing and your sock drawer is a
mess.’’ To add insult to injury, the burglars also
reportedly left $6 for the woman to buy food for
her guinea pig. And if that wasn’t enough, they ate
all the food in her refrigerator, calling it “ yummy.’’
There’s always the case of a reporter for the
Soviet Union’s Pravda
who has brought on the
wrath of our whole coun
try by attacking Elvis
Presley. This reporter
Anna
wrote, “ In the last years
of his life Presley turned
Cekola
into a monster weighing
235 pounds. He was a
drug addict ... and the
majority of his songs are
rather mediocre.’’ All 1
do is im a g in e th e
depraved and unhappy
soul who would attack
th e
K ing
an d
am
automatically perked up
— a r e g u la r l i t t l e songbird.
When I absolutely hit rock bottom, though, I
think of President Reagan who can’t even get away
with being a couch potato and eating dinner from a
TV tray while watching one of his favorite pro
grams.Apparently Bob Woodward’s new book,
“ Veil: The SecretWarsof the CIA,’’ has shed some
light on the more lazy side of Reagan’s character
and his love of macaroni and cheese. Just reading
the newspapers to see the problems facing Reagan
in his efforts to run this country effectively breaks
my heart. Imagine waking every morning to worry
about headlines dealing with such things as crack,
pitbulls and fajitas. Makes me happy to be alive,
even if I am past deadline.
Anna Cekola is Spotlight editor
V-ll
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mechanical engineer, 1983 Cal
Poly graduate:
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“ I don’t think he should be a
Supreme Court justice.
It
sounded to me like he was pret
ty well closed-minded and not
really up to speed with the rest
of the world. His ideas are kind
of antiquated.’’

Amy Hester, child and family
development, junior:
“ I like him. I’m for him
definitely. From what I’ve
heard, I really agree with him.
He’s more intellectually superior
than the other people. He makes
other people look really stupid.’’
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C o m m itte e m o n ito rs a n im a l re se a rc h a t P o ly
R> Donna Ta> lor
Su f f Writer

Animal research, a controver
sial practice, has been questioned
as an important moral issue. The
Cal Poly Animal Welfare Com
mittee supervises animal ex
perimentation on campus and is
determined to make it as humane
and accepted as possible.
The six-member committee,
chaired by William Stansfield
has been at Cal Poly since 1980.
“ Experimental research is done
on several rats and mice, plus a
few rabbits and chickens on
campus,” said Stansfield, who
would not disclose the location of
the laboratory used. “ The com

mittee’s main concern is to make
certain that all research per
formed is always with the
animal’s best interest in mind.”
Last year, Stansfield said, 90
rats, 27 mice and 14 rabbits and
chickens were used as experi
ments on campus. He added that
because Cal Poly can’t afford the
upkeep of the animals when ex
perimentation is complete, they
are humanely killed.
“ It would seem economically
sound to keep the animals and
reuse them for other research,”
he said. “ However, it is not wise
to use them in more than one ex
periment because research de
pends on normal individuals and

their reactions, not ones who
have already been experimented
on.”
Professors or students who
wish to use animals in experi
ments must prepare a written
proposal explaining the research
to the committee, said Wallace
Glidden, a doctor of veterinary
medicine and committee member.
“ We decide the value of the
experiment, consider if it is as
humane as possible and make
sure there are no other possible
routes to achieve the objectives
without using animals,” said
Glidden.
Both medical and nutritional
research is performed at Cal Po

ly, and Glidden said that a large
percentage is observing nutri
tional reactions in rats.
L a u re n c e
H o u lg a te ,
a
philosophy professor who serves
as the committee’s ethicist, gave
another example of research done
at Cal Poly.
“ One proposal is to insert a
tube through the mouth of a rat
and inject a solution into its
stomach,” he said. “ The rat is
anesthesized, of course. The rat
is then decapitated by a small
guillotine, which brings about

H o u lg a te
s tre s s e d
th a t
research must be justified,
because animals do have the ca
pability to suffer pain.
“ When considering proposals
for experiments, we make sure
that the amount of pain to the
animal is not out of proportion to
the goals of the experiment,”
said Houlgate. “ Even though
animal research is generally a
controversial issue, the level of
research done at Cal Poly is very
simple, and no heavy duty moral
issues have come to light as yet.”

*We decide the value of the experiment,
consider if it is as humane as possible
and make sure there are no other possi
ble routes to acheive the objectives
without using animals.’
— Wallace Glidden

Mustang Dally fila photo

immediate, painless death, and
the various tissues of its body
are investigated.”
G lidden
also
m entioned
another experiment scheduled in
O ctober in which m edical
technology students are required
to perform cardiac puncture on
rabbits, which Glidden em
phasized are put out by anesthe
sia.
“ As a Cal Poly graduate
myself, I cannot stress enough
the importance of the learn-bydoing principle at this school,
especially for those students who
are pursuing medical fields,” said
Glidden. “ Several animals used
for experimentation have similar
organs and tissues to humans,
and therefore research on them is
vital.”

Houlgate said that Cal Poly is
not a big research university, as
compared to UCLA or Berkeley.
“ Some of the animal research
done on those campuses is on a
much larger scale, and I would
probably protest to some of the
methods used there,” he said.
The remaining Cal Poly com
mittee members are biology pro
fessors John Hampton and
Aryan Roest, and nutrition pro
fessor Kris Morey. Catholic
clergyman Robert McGinn is the
sixth member, since federal
reg u latio n s guiding anim al
welfare committees require that
one member not be affiliated
with the institution.
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Soldiers, tanks prepared to protect Aquino
By Robert H. Reid
A ss o c ia ted Press W rite r

M A N ILA , P h ilip p in es —
Soldiers backed by tanks en
circled Manila on Wednesday to
block any further attempt to
top p le
P re sid en t
C orazon
Aquino, but they withdrew after
the military said no mutineers
tried to enter the city.
Col. Emiliano Templo, chief of
staff of the Capital Regional
Command, said hundreds of bat
tle-ready soldiers and marines
rushed to the edge of the city
late Tuesday after receiving
reports “ that rebel soldiers were
coming to Manila.”
But Templo said Brig. Gen.
Ramon Montano, commander of
a new “ anti-coup” force, ordered

the troops back to the barracks
about 18 hours later after no
mutineers showed up.
Aquino was swept to power in
February 1986 in a “ people’s
power” uprising that deposed
President Ferdinand Marcos,
who had ruled for 20 years. Mar
cos now lives in exile in Hawaii.
Wednesday’s alert came nearly
five weeks after a bloody Aug. 28
coup attempt. At least 53 people
were killed in the military mutiny
and hundreds wounded, in
cluding A quino’s only son,
Benigno III.
The latest coup scare set in
motion a chain of rumors about
“ unauthorized
troop
move
ments” that highlighted com
mand and control problems
within the divided, poorly trained

armed forces.
Templo
said
constabulary
troops at a roadblock southeast
of Manila intercepted 37 soldiers
heading for Manila in private
passenger jeeps. Constabulary
sources said the soldiers said
they were traveling to military
headquarters to complain about
an officer who “ treated them like
animals.”
Intelligence sources at Camp
Olivas, the Constabulary head
quarters for central Luzon, said
the alert followed reports that
the leader of the Aug. 28 coup
attempt. Col. Gregorio “ Gringo”
Honasan, had joined forces with
three other renegade officers for
a new strike on the capital.
The sources, speaking on con
dition they not be identified, told

.p. .p I Equine & Veterinary Supplies
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reporters that the rebel forces
were massing in Bulacan and
other central Luzon provinces
surrounding the capital.
Despite the alert, one of the
renegade officers, Lt. Col.
Reynaldo Cabauatan, managed
to slip into Manila and meet with
more than 20 reporters late
Tuesday. Cabauatan announced
formation of a “ nationalist pro
visional” junta to overthrow
Aquino.
He denied any alliance with
Honasan but said he expected
the colonel’s support “ when we
strike.” Honasan escaped last
month with about half his
estimated 2,000 armed followers
and
m o st o f th e o th e r
ringleaders.
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Before you choose a long distance
service, take ad ose locfc
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You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987, AT&T’s
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they’re lower than
you probably realize. For infor
mation on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

MONEY
From page 1
A rally at the campus was
planned last year against a
member of the White Aryan Al
liance who had been producing
pro-Nazi propaganda films at
Fullerton. A few financial aid
recipients would not participate
in the rally for fear of losing their
money.

SENATE
From page 1
ments.
Baker said “ each campus is be
ing asked to look at enrollment
p lanning
issues,
p rim arily
targeting what might occur in
the next 10 to 15 years.”
The Dean’s Council and the
Academic Senate’s long-range
planning committee will study
the issues and prepare a report to
be submitted to the chancellor.
Next quarter, students pursu
ing a degree curriculum from a
catalog prior to the 1984-86 issue
may be able to select any course
from distribution area C of the
current catalog to fulfill English,
philosophy and humanities re
quirements.
A proposal drafted by Malcolm
Wilson, interim vice president for
Academic Affairs, and concurred
with by the Academic Senate
general education and breadth
committee recommends the re
quirement substitution.
Before being implemented, the
p ro p o sal
requires
B ak er’s
signature.
George Lewis, chairman of the
general education and breadth
committee, said the demand for
E n g lis h ,
p h ilo s o p h y
and
humanities general education
courses should lessen.
But, he added, “ the number of
stu d en ts
(the
requirem ent
change) effects is presumably go
ing to diminisji quite rapidly,”
because those student are close
to graduating.
■WJVWWWVU"

Deadline for
Classified Ads
is at Noon,
2 Days in Advance

Graphic Arts Rm. 226

We produce ultra-high
resolution photo film output
from Macintosh files on our
Linotronic L300. All Mac
programs supported.

ART

The right choice.
Basil Ràihbone as Sh erlp « Holmes

1939KM^g W(XidPr<>ducRBks Inc
<î)1967 AT&T
S

Tintype G raphic Arts
2226 B eebee Street
San Luis Obispo
544-9789
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By Marty Neideffer
s ta ff W riter

It can be said that in the past few years, the pace of life on the college
campus has increased. Today’s students find themselves with far less free
time then their predecessors enjoyed, causing many to juggle increasingly
hectic schedules. One result of all this is that students are finding it more
and more difficult to ensure a balanced diet.
To compensate many are turning to vitamin supplements as an alter
native to a proper diet. It is estimated that more than 40 percent of all
American adults use some brand of vitamin supplement or another.
Vitamins, of course, are essential to human life. They promote good vi
sion, help form normal blood cells, ensure the proper functioning of the
heart and nervous system and help the body perform many other tasks.
Unfortunatly there have also been many myths and fallacies concerning
vitamins and vitamin supplements.
With so many people taking vitamin supplements, it may be interesting
to note that in a recent issue of U.C. Berkeley medical school’s Health and
Wellness News letter, vitamins were reported as possibly, “ the most
misunderstood, and misused, substance in the realm of health.’’
Do people need to take vitamin supplements? Most medical and nutri
tion experts seem to think not. In fact, the same Berkeley study goes on
to state,“ People rarely need vitamin supplements, certain groups may be
prone to vitamin deficiency, but in many cases these deficiencies can be
met through a proper diet.’’
Groups prone to vitamin deficiency include pregnant women, the elder
ly, frequent aspirin takers and heavy drinkers. People falling into these
groups should seek advice from a doctor or nutritionist.
But what about those average people who just can’t seem to fit three
square meals into their busy day. Certainly they would benefit from the
use of these supplements?
“ If people are eating decently they really don’t need them,’’ said Sarrah
Burroughs, a nutrionist at Cal Poly.
She did add, however, that if people want to take a vitamin supplement
for insurance purposes, even though they don’t need it, they are not
harmful if limited to no more than 100 percent of the U.S. Recommended
Daily Allowance. The simple fact of the matter is that most people get
enough vitamins in their diet, and the extra vitamins obtained from the
supplement are just passed from the system.
While these supplements will not hurt if taken moderately, they can
become dangerous if taken in extreme amounts or megadoses. A
megadose is from 100 to 1000 times the U.S.R.D.A.
Why would people take such a large dose of vitamins? Well, probably
for one of two reasons. Either they subscribe to the theory that if a little
is good, then a lot must be better, or because they have accepted another
of the many myths surrounding vitamins.
The cause of vitamin megadoses was most famously championed by
Nobel Prize-winning chemist Linus Pauling, whose 1970 book “ Vitamin C
and the Common Cold,’’ stated that megadoses of vitamin C could pre
vent, and even cure, the common cold.
Since the time of Pauling’s book, more than 30 studies have been done
on the effects of vitamin C and preventing or curing colds. The results of
the studies have showed that vitamin C has no capability to prevent colds
and only a very small effect in relieving cold symptoms.
Other myths that have grown around the use of vitamins include things
like: extra vitamins will help you live longer, help you have a better sex

Vitamin A; Promotes good vision, helps form and maintains healthy skin
and mucous membranes, may protect against some cancers.
Myth: Cures cancer, enhances normal vision, promotes smooth, youthful
skin.
Vitamin C: Promotes healthy gums, capillaries, and teeth, aids iron ab

sorption, may block production of nitrosamines, maintains normal con
nective tissue, aids in healing wounds.
Myth: Prevents or cures the common cold, cures cancer, reduces
cholesterol and protects against heart disease, prevents allergies, pre
vents or cures poisoning, cures a wide range of infections, cures arthritis.
Vitamin D: Promotes strong bones and teeth, necessary for absorption of

calcium.
Myth: Cures cancer.
Vitamin E: Protects tissue against oxidation, important in formation of

red blood cells, helps body use vitamin K.
Myth: Prevents or alleviates coronary heart disease, enhances sexual per
formance, improves muscle strength and stamina, heals burns and
wounds, slows aging.
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life, or help you become a better athlete. These are just a few of the many
myths about vitamins that persist in spite of the many studies that have
proved them to be false.
One report that is not altogether false is that certain vitamins can help
prevent cancer.
“ Certain vitamins are known as anti-oxidents,’’ said Dr. Carl Fullbright
of the Cal Poly Health Center. “ They are responsible forthe destruction
of chemical-free radicals that cause cancer.’’
Chemical-free radicals include chemicals that the body may pick up
through the atmosphere or through chemicals in food or drinking water.
“ It would be ridiculous, however, for someone to think they could sit
and smoke two packs of cigarettes a day and think that by taking
vitamins nothing is going to happen to them,’’ said Fullbright.
Another myth is that vitamin supplements are going to help you
become a better athlete. The fitness craze of the past 10 years has
brought with it hundreds of new dietary supplement products designed to
help develop the perfect body. One of the most popular of these products
are amino acids.
Amino acids are the building blocks of protein. The theory is that by
increasing their amino acid intake, athletes may be able to increase both
strength and size. Dale Smith, owner of the Gold’s Gym in San Luis
Obispo, estimates that up to 80 percent of the people who work out at
Gold’s take amino acids.
Smith admitted that it may be difficult to believe that aminos really
work, but that the results he’s seen indicate that they do.
“ Basically a lot of people are taking them and they are seeing results. 1
really think they work,’’ said Smith.
One person who agrees with Smith is body builder Kathy Ochs. Ochs
has been using aminos for the past six months and feels they are working.
“ I take them all through the day. They help if I’m not getting enough
protein or if I feel tired. I seem to get added energy from them,’’ explain
ed Ochs.
Ochs admitted that part of the effect may be psychological.
“ I guess it could be the placebo effect, but I know that I’m getting a
good workout all the time, so they help,’’ she said.
Burroughs would agree. She feels that there is so much psychology in
volved in athletics that if the athlete believes he or she is getting a com
petitive edge through amino acids, he may actually perform better. She
maintains, however, that there is no scientific evidence that amino acid
supplements will improve strength.
Fullbright, however, added a note of caution. “ One has to look at what
kind of publications these products are advertised in. The products are
aimed at people who are looking for something that will give them a
competitive edge.’’
Fullbright also said that a muscle grows only upon demand and that
aminos have not scientifically been proven to work.
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& C elebration
The Sale

The Celebration

October 1-4.

October 3 only. Doors open a t 10 a.m.

WIN! Sign up to win prizes in our Grand

SAVE
0

Opening Sweepstakes - Saturday oniyi

G rand Prize:
%

AND
MORE
Young Men’s S.C.S.E.'” twill and
striped woven shirts Reg. $ 2 4 .............. NOW ^12
Young Men’s crew-neck
shaker sweaters Reg. $ 2 6 ..................... NO W ^IS
Young M en’s Bugle Boy
canvas and twill pants Reg. $30 . . . N O W ^IS
Young Men’s Levi’s* prewashed
unlined denim jackets
Reg. $ 4 4 .......................................NOW 2 6 . 4 0
Juniors’ denim skirts
Reg. $ 2 0 -4 6 ........... n o w * 1 2 - 2 7 .6 0
Juniors’ screened fleece tops
Reg $ 2 2 ....................................... NOW 1 3 .2 0
Juniors’ patterned sweaters
by $pettro'“ Reg. $ 3 0 ............................N O W ^O
Juniors’ Anchor Blue“
denim jeans Reg. $26-30 . . NOW 1 5 .6 0 -^ 1 8
Limit 6 pairs per person on Levi’s' jeans a t sale price.

Magnavox
Com pact Disc
AM/FM Portabie
Cassette Stereo

Other Prizes:
Ten $ 5 0 M iller’s O utpost* G ift C e rtifica te s
OCTOBER 3 ONLY! Meet Mark Lyons of
KSLY from 10:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. and receive free
albums, nK>vle passes and
lots more. Limited quantities ^
available.
Also, b e one of the first 3 0 0 persons in our store on Satur
d a y and receive a free gift! You will have your choice of a
Miller's O utposf flying disc, stadium cup, or sports bag!
O ne per person, while supplies last. Lots of other gifts all
d a y ircluding punchballs, key chains and Homer and JR
focerTKisks.
Store Hours:

Central Coast Plaza
321 M cxJonna R ood
San Luis O bispo
(8 0 5 ) 541-8135

Moa-Ffi.
Saturday
Sunday

10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

^
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C u e sta o p en s L ively A rts series
w ith h e ra ld e d in te rn a tio n a l g ro u p
By Kristie Kuechler

Stan
" a t f 'Wfiler

Cuesta Community College
will launch its Lively Arts Series
Saturday with a performance by
the In te rn a tio n a l C ham ber
Ensemble of Rome.
The show will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Cuesta auditorium.
This season is said to be the
most ambitious of performing
arts presentations ever.
Maestro Francesco Carotenuto
is the conductor and the founder
of the ensemble, in which nine
different nationalities are repre
sented. It has been international
ly recognized for its innovative
p ro g ra m m in g an d u n iq u e
elasticity in performing a vast
and varying repertoire. The
ensemble is in its fifth season.
In a balanced combination of
symphonic and chamber music of
the 19th century, the ensemble
will move from the symphonies
of Beethoven and Tchaikovsky
to a quintet by Brahms; from the
Ita lia n b el-can to style to
Wagner’s “ Siegfried” ; and from
a Shubert lieder to the first violin

concerto by Paganini.
During this tour the ensemble
will present a series of 10 wellordered programs, each with its
own theme.
Carotenuto is a recipient of
numerous awards and scholar
ships for both his conducting and
compositional achievements. He
also holds the highly acclaimed
Diploma di Perfezionamento in
orchestral conducting and com
position from the Academia
N azzionale di S. C ecilia.
Carotenuto holds degrees and
honors from the Conservatory of
S. Cecilia,
the Accademia
Musicale Chigiana, and the
Vacanze Musicale. He has served
on the faculty of S. Cecilia since
1975.
This concert is the first of nine
performing arts events scheduled
by Cuesta College for the 19871988 season. There will be five
performances the Lively Arts
series and four in the Showcase
series.
According to Barbara George,
director of community services,
Cuesta has expanded their per
forming arts schedule to accom

modate the increasing demanu
for tickets by county residents.
“ For the past few seasons we
have been sold out for every
event and the vast majority of
tickets have been held by season
subscribers to the Lively Arts
series,” said George. The new
Showcase series was booked by
Christine Fauske, director of
public events and community
education at Cuesta. This series
is expected to expand the depth
and scope of the presentations
and provide residents of the
community with more tickets.
Tickets arc on sale now at the
community services office on the
Cuesta campus, at Payne’s
Music in Morro Bay, and at
Valley Federal Savings in San
Luis Obispo.
Ticket prices are $12
reserved seats and $10.50
general admission. Lively
reserved seat subscriptions
$45 and Showcase reserved
series subscriptions are $35.

for
for
Arts
are
seat

For further information or to
answer any questions call 5442943, ext. 232 or 233.
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Plot to export missiles and aircraft
to the Republic of China uncovered
NEWARK, N .J. (AP) —
Authorities have uncovered a
plot to export missiles and F-14
fighter aircraft plans to the Peo
ple’s Republic of China involving
high-ranking Chinese officials, it
was revealed in court Wednes
day.
The disclosure came during a
d e te n tio n
h e a rin g
fo r
businessman Chang-Yao Chi, 65,
of Flushing, N.Y., who was ar
rested Sunday. He was charged
with conspiracy to illegally ex
port arms.
Chi has links to “ high-ranking
members of the United Nations
(Chinese) delegation and the
People’s Republic of China,” said
Assistant U.S. Attorney Mark S.
Glinsky.
The F-14 is the U.S. Navy’s
primary fighter jet and the U.S.
has never sold one to China. The
missiles involved were the TOW
and sidewinders.
U.S. Magistrate Stanley R.
Chesler ordered Chi detained
without bail after finding him a
risk to flee because of his
diplomatic and government con
tacts, who would “ have the ca
pacity and desire” to aid in his
flight.
According to a complaint, Chi

met with an individual named
Charles Chang on Sept. 7 to
discuss shipment of the stolen
missiles.
Chang was arrested in August
in the alleged scheme and agreed
to record the conversation in
which the two discussed the
shipments, with Chi serving as
the representative for Chinese
officials, the complaint said.
Lawyer Alan Zegas said Chi
was a resident of the United
States for nine years and lived in
Taiwan for 30 years before that.
He denied that Chi was involv
ed in the plot, and said a
transcript he had prepared of the
taped conversation, which was in
Chinese, had “ significant varia
tions” from the government ver
sion.
A sidewinder is a short-range,
air-to-air dogfighting missile
with an infrared guidance system
and can be used on most fighter
jets in the U.S. arsenal.
The TOW, a U.S. Army
weapon normally fired from
either a personnel carrier, jeep or
tripod, is the most powerful an
ti-tank missile used by the infan
try. It can also be mounted on
Army Cobra helicopters.

Dukakis campaign was source of tape damaging to Biden
BOSTON (AP) — Two days
after issuing a denial. Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis said Wed
nesday he had learned that his
campaign was the source of a
videotape that showed Sen.
Joseph Biden lifting part of a
speech from a British politician.
Dukakis, a candidate for the
Democratic presidential nomina

tion, at first refused to accept the
resignation of campaign manager
James Sasso, who distributed
the tape, but Sasso and another
staffer
resigned
Wednesday
afternoon.
The disclosure came two days
after Dukakis said he had inter
viewed all of his paid staffers and
was assured none was the source

Cork 'N B ottle

of a videotape showing that
Biden had borrowed, without at
tribution, a moving and ap
parently personal passage from a
speech by British Labor Party
leader Neil Kinnock.
“ Although I had no knowledge
of this, as a candidate in this
campaign I accept full responsi
bility for it,” a grim Dukakis

said at a morning news con
ference.
Dukakis called Sasso’s action
“ a very, very serious error in
judgment,” but had added, “ 1
think his contributions as a
public servant outweigh the
mistake.”
However, Sasso told reporters
later that he persuaded Dukakis

to accept his resig n atio n .
Dukakis also accepted the resig
nation of Paul Tully, the cam
paign issues director who was
aware of the video distribution,
Sasso said.
Tully had joined the Dukakis
campaign after
Tor
former Sen. Garv Harv 'he
See DUKAKI S , page II

Welcome Back

l.i(|uor Store

"T h e Store w ith the Right Spirit"

HAPPY
HOUR

vCrK

Hours: 7am - Midnight Thurs, Fri, Sat
7am - 11 pm Sun - Wed

774 Foothill Blvd

•

543-8673

C O O r S Rg/Lt 12 pk Bottles

Price only
supplies laHOioev<sfiu
Expires 10/8/87.

C u s to m e r .

774 Foothill Blvd.

543-8637

icouporii

Coors

Reg 1/2rbd!iiegs

$ 2 9 .9 9

-F re e Chips & Salsa and
other appetizers!
Mon-Fri: 5-7pm
Thurs-Sat: 10-11pm
(When you need it the most!)
Mon-Sat—MARGARITAS 2 for 1 5-7pm
and 10-11pm Thurs-Saturday
Monday-DRAFT BEER 1.00
Tuesday-MEXICAN SLINGS 2 for $3.75
Wednesday-MAI TAI 2 for $3.75
Thursday-KAMIKAZE $1.00
Friday-GOLD SHOTS $1.00
Saturday-ICE TEA 2 for 1 $3.75

(this ii

)t a misiprint!)

NIGHT OWL SPECIAL

Cork N Bottle is th<

iegs!

Buy One Dinner-Get One Free

Price only good witi
One coupon per cus^
Expires 10/8/87.

774 Foothill Blvd.

^hile supplies last,
deliveries.

543-8637

(Pay for the most expensive)

Thurs, Fri, Sat Nights-10-12pm
975 Osos St., S.L.O. (across from the courthouse)
544-5198
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Do som e go od , huh ?
Here’s the deal. We want our Mustang Daily
masthead, nameplate, flag, or whatever you want
to call it to look different. I guess we have nothing
better to do. But this time, we want you to deter
mine what your school paper name will look like.
Above are some relics of mastheads past. The
one closest to this box is, of course, what it looks
like now. They’re presented for ideas, sure, but
mostly for laughs.
Using all assets at your disposal, design a mast

'i'jn

LuiS

O b i s p o

Monday, September 26, 1987

head — or two — or three — or lO — on a piece of
paper or board within a rectangle the same size as
the dotted box here.
All we ask is that your design contain the words
Mustang Daily and Cal Poly State University, San
Luis Obispo. That’s the minimum. After that, no
holds barred.
If you are sincerely serious about this, which we
hope you are, keep the typestyle and contents of
your design as simple as possible. People have to
be able to read it, you know.
Turn in or mail all entries c/o the Editor,
Mustang Daily, Graphic Arts Building Room 226,

Cal Poly, 93407.
Anyone can enter. We mean anyone!
Deadline for entry is Dec. 4, the last day of fall
dead week. The editorial staff will judge all entries.
The winner will get next to nothing. Just the eter
nal knowledge that his or her creativity was chosen
to represent the paper by those whose creative
judgement is more than questionable. The winner
and three runners up will be printed at the outset
of winter quarter.
Good luck, kids!
— the editors

Mustang Daily
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King of Spain begins short visit to Southern California
“ Today marks a great and his
toric full cycle of El Puebla de
Los Angeles,” Mayor Tom
Bradley told the crowd. It is
“ difficult to visualize’’ how the
small city that was originally
planned had become such a
metropolis, the mayor said. “ We
have come quite a distance.”

By John Antczak
A s s o c ia ted Press W rite r

LOS ANGELES — Kin^ Juan
Carlos I of Spain began a twoday visit to Southern California
Wednesday by dedicating a
statue of a predecessor who
ordered the founding of this city
as a Spanish colony in the 18th
century.
The Spanish monarch presided
over the dedication at the city’s
El Puebla de Los Angeles histor
ic park, drawing a crowd of sev
eral hundred, including descen
dants of C alifornia’s early
Spanish settlers.
The 10-foot tall bronze statue
of King Carlos III towered over
the assembly, which sought
shelter from the hot sun in the
shadows of enormous fig trees.

The king, who made a brief
address in Spanish, noted that he
was the first Spanish monarch to
visit Los Angeles.
Mariachis
entertained
the
crowd, which was occasionally
pelted by falling figs, and a
group of charros — Mexican
cowboys — also was on hand to
greet the monarch.
Later in the day, the king and
Queen Sophia were to visit the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

had to turn down an invitation to
Los Angeles’ bicentennial cele
bration in 1981 when right-wing

Pasadena and attend a banquet.
Earlier, at City Hall, where he
received the keys to the city,
Juan Carlos said: “ My visit is
not only to commemorate the
past, but the present and the
future as well.”

forces attempted a coup and
assaulted the Spanish Parlia
ment.

By Leigh Rubin

R ubes

The statue, depicting King
Carlos III in armor and armed
with a sword, was Spain’s 1976
U.S. Bicentennial gift to Los
Angeles.
It was originally
erected in MacArthur Park.
Six generations ago, in 1781,
King Carlos III chartered El
Pueblo de la Reina de Los
Angeles sobre el Rio Porciuncula,
“ The City of Our Lady Queen of
Angels by the Porciuncula
River.”
The Spanish king and queen

CLASS EMOOUNTERS
WHOA, i^OOKS AS I F
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WEEKEND

Welcome Back Students!
New Nagel Comm #12
in stock now

“TREKKIE”
WEEKEND
OCTOBER
2,3 and 4

also

1/2 OFF on any poster in stock
with framing if you come in
Thursday between 5-9;00pm
Open 10-5:00 Daily,
Thursday evenings open til 9:00pm

FIVE FREE
M
•? MOVIE RENTALS “f*
^
^
*2
?^
^

if y o u c o m e
d re sse d a s
y o u r fa v o rite
STAR
TREK
c h a ra c te r.
offer good Oct. 2-4
\\

•{t

BE READY
FOR THE

*5»
-{x
^

LIVE LO NG A N D PROSPER

RENT ONE
SCI-FI/HORROR
M OVIE FOR 99C

FREE PHOTO
of you with a
VULCAN CREW
MEMBER

STUDIO VIDEO • EXPIRES 10/19/87

//

RENT A VCR
a n d a MOVIE
for $7.95

with this coupon.
Valid only Oct. 3
3:00-7:00
[STUDIO VIDEO

GET
C LIFFS TEST
PREPARATION
GUIDE.

A lw a y s 10% s a v in g s
on C liffs G u id e s at
El C o rra l B o o k s to re

I
^U 2|0_V ipE p_*

Clifts Test Preparation Guide
can help you score higher. This
easy-to-use guide gives you
comprehensive preparation
including practice tests, answers
and thorough explanations So
make sure you’re ready for this
important tost, get a Cliffs Test
Preparation G uide today
Titles available for ACT . GEL)
(5 v o l.),G M A T . G R E .N T E .
PSAT, SAT and ESSAY EXAM

JP£!.9¿87l

ElGoffol t9*eîlBookstore

If You Like Music, Join...

O N E DAY O N LY!

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1ST

We are eager to bring to Cal Poly the
music that you want to hear and see
performed live. There's just one problem,
we don't know what you want.
So...why don't you become one of_we?

WHEN; Thursdays 6pm
WHERE: UU 220
WHY:
Why not

EVERYTHING IN STOCK!
NOTHING HELD BACK!
TAKE 2 0 % OFF
SALE PRICES ON
ALL SALE ITEMS!

TAKE 2 0 % OFF
CURRENT PRICES
ON ALL REGULAR
PRICED ITEMS!

DURING SALE 2 ITEM PRICING
N O T IN EFFECT.

HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES:
A T H L E T IC S H O E
CURRENT
SALE
Special Croup
14.99
A th le tic Shoes . TO$ 3 7
Special Croup
A th le tic Shoes . ToSbS 19.99
Special croup
2 4 .9 9
A th le tic Shoes . to$ 7 0
Special Croup
A th le tic Shoes . to$ 6 5
2 9 .9 9

NEW FALL
ATHLETIC SHOES

EXTRA
>0^ OPP
Excel Brutus i
In clin e B e n c h ............... 199.9 9
All Weightlifting
I S * * E q u ip m e n t...............E X T R A 2
All Exercise
1 9 * * E q u ip m e n t...............E X T R A 2
All Exercise
2 S * * B i k e s .........................E X T R A 2
All sale
R o w e rs ...................... E X T R A 2
l l ”

1 S 9 **
0 % OFF
0 % OFF
0 % OFF

ISNA CAL POLY
PRESENTS A LECTURE
W HAT EVERYONE
S H O U LD
KNOW ABOUT

mim

AM D M U S LIM S
DR. MUZAMMIL H. SIDDIQI
DIRECTOR ISLAMIC SOCIETY
OF ORANGE COUNTY
T H U FiS ., D O T. 1, 7prn
G H U M A SH A U D IT O R IU M
STUDENT UNION RM 204
Refreshments at 6:30pm

0 % OFF

T E N N IS /C O L F /R A C O U E T B A L L
CURRENT IXTRA
SALE
ttm ORE
Prince
A T H L E T IC A P P A R E L
4 7 **
CURRENT ■XTR« P ro F ram e . . . . .......... 5 9 .9 9
SALE
MHVOPP Wilson
C eram ic F ram e .......... 119.99
9 5 **
Large Selection of
Special
Croup
w a r m u p s ............ .......... 39 .99
1 1 **
C o if B a g s .......... .......... 2 9 .9 9
2 3 **
Slightly blemished
Pro
Line
S w e a tp a n ts . . . ...........
6.9 9
5”
G olf B a lls .......... . . E X T R A 2 0 % O F F
Slightly blemished
S w e a ts h irts . . . . ..........
6.9 9
5 » * Ektelon New
8 7 -8 8 M o d e ls . . . . E X T R A 2 0 % O F F
Slightly blemished
^
9
9
H oo ded S w e a ts h irts . 9.9 9
A T H L E T IC S
All Adidas
CURRENT EXTRA
A p p a r e l............... . E X T R A 2 0 % O F F
SALE
OPP
All Soccer
S h in g u ard s . . . . E X T R A 2 0 % O F F
S k a te b o a rd s . . . E X T R A 2 0 % O F F
Soccer Balls . . . . E X T R A 2 0 % O F F
B asketballs . . .
EXTRA 2 0 % O F F
All Baseball/
S o ftb a ll Cloves
EXTRA 2 0 % O F F

EXTRA 2 0 % OFF

ALL SUNGLASSES

EXTRA 20*/o OFF
CURRENT SALE PRICES

OCT 1ST ONLY!
ALL M EW f.

SHOES, APPAREL
& EQ UIPM EN T

Quantities t sizes ilmiteti to stock on hand, we reserve tne rtflht to refuse sales to dealert. visa a Mastercard accepted

C o p e l a n d ’s S p o r t s
962 M onterey
543-3663

Mon - Fri 9:30-6
Thus'til 9

Sat. 10-7
Sun. 10-6

$1.00 OFF any

WOODSTOCK’S PIZZA
5 4 1 -4 4 2 0
one co up on per pizza

EXPIRES 10/15/87
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S.F. Giants push for new stadium

GERMAN AUTO

Team threatens move if Candlestick Park isn’t replaced
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — In
the flush of their victory over the
National League West, the San
Francisco Giants are making a
maximum push for voter ap
proval of Proposition W — a
ballot measure to build a
downtown ballpark.
Giants Vice President Corey
Busch, spokesman for the cam
paign, said Tuesday boosters
plan to spend as much as
$400,000 to persuade voters that
a stadium at 7th and Townsend
streets is a good idea.
Busch was not shy to suggest
that his team’s successful per
formance on the field so far this

year could boost the controver
sial measure’s chances at the
polls.
According to proponents, a $80
million stadium could be built
with privately subscribed funds.
Opponents say that much money
could not be raised.
“ There’s such a tremendous
amount of good will and affection
brought out for the team (in the
pennant race),’’ he said. “ Even
more important, it focusses on
how important the Giants are to
San Francisco ... ’’
The proposition was placed on
the Nov. 3 ballot with the en
couragement of Giants owner

Bob Lurie, who has threatened to
move his team away unless
troublesome, 25-year-old Candle
stick Park is replaced.
Opponents of the downtown
scheme, which has the city ad
ministration’s support, hold that
a stadium at the proposed loca
tion would cause monumental
traffic jams, and, contary to
what proponents say, cost tax
payers many millions of dollars.
The opponents, a poorly fi
nanced coalition, says when an
environmental impact report on
the stadium is undertaken it will
show “ horrendous things on the
traffic’’ question.

Choosing an Engagement Ring
Can be Pretty Scary

A little marching
can put you.
a step ahead of
every other
college graduate.
Cict your career o ff to a fast start.
Enroll in the Arm s k e s e r\e ( )fh( e rs ''Ifa in in ^
Cx)rps novc. A n d you could graduate \\ ith both
a college degree and an offic ers com m ission
in the US. Armv.

.at Sears Jewelry
Department
your fears will
disappear

A rm y RO I'C is the college e le c ti\e that gives
you the confidence, leadership skills and
discipline essential to am successful c areer,
ci\ ilian or m ilitary.
( je t the ex[>erience and res[)onsihilit\ other
graduates w ill have to wait vears fo r.'la lk
to your Professor o f M ilita ry Science, todav.

O

( 'n n t f t c t M aj. I a r r y S t a y t u n ,
MiJ L ta r y SciontM } D t^partiiit'nf ,
fhjoiii 1 1 S , D p x t o r hui l e Ji t Kj n r
naJJ :7 S 6 -R ()T r .

>■

Sears
ROUUCK A COMMNY

lEWEILRY DEPART/'dENT

WHY PAYMORE WHEN YOUCAN LIVE AT THE CLOSEST
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING TO CAL POLY FOR ONLY
$179/mo per person? ($165 on a discounted 12 moJease)
LOCATION- ACROSS THE STREET
FROM CAL POLY

MUSTANG VILLAGE 1
2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSES

LOCATION- 18 ACRES, 2 CREEKS, IN
NATURAL W O O DED OPEN S P A C i

The luxury of a two-story
town house affords residents
a separation of their living
and sleeping quarters.

LOCATION-CONVENIENT TO BANKS,
SHOPPING & RESTAURANTS

These spacious units, have
full kitchens, 1V
2 baths, are
fully furnished and offer a
house-like atmosphere.

IH l.rI
nr

CMNf

¿

-

LI
1 .
— 4- RATH

uvn

,F
•R

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

NEW MICROWAVE OVENS IN EVERY APARTMENT
PRIVATE PARK & BBQ AREA
LAW N AREAS WITH BBQ'S
NATURE W A L K /J O G G IN G PATH (In p a rk a n d c re e k )
LAUNDRY FACILITIES (5 lo c a te d th ro u g h o u t c o m p le x )
CLIMATE AREA IN SAN LUIS OBISPO
(A N D GUEST PAR KIN G ) ASSURES TENANTS A PLACE TO PARK NEAR C A L POLY AT
ALL TIMES.
Y E A R - ROUND HEATED P O O L
24 HOUR SECURITY

UNIQUE
LARGE
BEAUTIFUL
M O DERN
BEST
RESERVED PARKING

-

FULLY FUNISHED TOWNHOUSES AVAILABLE FROM $ 1 8 0 .O O /M O . PER PERSON.
PRIVATE STUDIO APARTMENTS IN A QUIET SCENIC SEHING FROM $ 3 6 0 .0 0 /M 0 .
OR $ 3 3 0 .0 0 /M 0 . O N A 12 M ONTH LEASE.

iMUfflANG \1LLAGE!

ONE MUSTANG DRIVE, SAN LUIS OBISPO
543-4950
OPEN HOUSE 8am-8pm Thru Oct 1
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SPORTS

Poly hoping
to improve
on 4th-place
NCAA finish
By Heidi Linkenbach
S ta ff W rite r

The Cal Poly men’s cross
country team is going for the
gold. With five of last year’s top
seven runners returning, in
cluding three all-Americans, the
Mustangs’ chances look promis
ing.
“ We were fourth last year at

CROSS COUNTRY
nationals and plan on being in
the top three this year,’’ said
head coach Tom Henderson.
“ With the returners we have I
think that this is a realistic goal
for us. We are the defending
California Collegiate Athletic
Association and Western Region
champions, and we are looking to
duplicate those efforts.”
The team’s fourth-place finish
at nationals was the thirdhighest n a tio n a l finish in
Henderson’s five years guiding
the Mustangs. His team finished

DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Muttang Dally

The Mustangs and CCAA rivals take off from the starting line at last year’s conference championships.

second in 1982 and third in 1983.
Assisting Henderson is former
Cal Poly all-American Kevin
Jones, who also runs for the
Reebok Aggies.
Leading the pack of returning
Mustangs is senior Mike Liv
ingston, who last year finished
fifth at the CCAA champion
sh ip s, second at W estern
Regionals and 30th at nationals.
He is followed by junior

Christopher Craig, who last
season placed fourth at the
CCAA championships, fifth at
Western Regionals and 21st at
nationals.
Senior Michael Miner was
eighth in the CCAA, sixth at
Western Regionals and 24th at
nationals. Miner, Craig and Liv
ingston are all-A m erican s.
Rounding out the pack of
returners are Robin DeSota and

Jim Chaney, who finished 123rd
and 53rd at nationals, respec
tively.
Joining the team this season
are Phil Ghidossi, a Division III
all-American from the College of
Notre Dame; Gary Charbonneau,
a junior transfer from Santa
Rosa Community College; and
Tim Campbell, a newcomer to
cross country who placed third in
the 10,000 meters at last year’s
ICCAA track championships.
iBoth Charbonneau and Campbell
Iredshirted last season.

“ Tim is running extremely well
right now,” said Henderson.
“ This is not a young group. It is
a good, solid group that is intact
from last year. These men are
strong and talented. They are not
easily rattled.”
Freshmen Bobby Bans and
Michael Parrott are two other
newcomers to the squad. Both
were top high school runners who
could disrupt the team’s top
seven, said Henderson.
The squad also has 18 other
See RUNNERS, page 13

The Laughs O n Us!
Printed Tee's.
r
fwof m o t o r t a m a o , Irt et oalaxv
so f a r swsV. America’s oorotser
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$1 OFF WITH THIS AD
(expires 10/8/87)

D o m i n o ’s
Chuck & Loria Adolf

856 Higuera
541-1806
Open 7 days

fò'l

eeV '

The
Contest:
Domino's Pizza will
award free, 30 large
pizzas and $50.00
cash for liquid
refreshments to the
dorm purchasing the
most pizzas starting
10/1/87 and running
through 11/23/87.

The Rules
1. Carry-out orders and
all deliveries made
from your area's
Domino's Pizza store
will be counted if we
are given your
dorm's name and
address.
2. The winning dorm's
name will be
published in the
Mustang Daily.

3. The location and time
of the party will be
convenient to both
the winners and
Domino's Pizza.
4. The 30 pizzas will be
2-item pizzas. The
winner will have the
choice of items. The
pizzas do not have
to be the same.

Fast, Free
Delivery

se?'-

Foothill Area

9 .0

5 4 4 -3 6 3 6
South SLO

5 4 9 -9 9 9 9
O ur drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Lim ited delivery area.

ATASCADERO

SAN LUIS OBISPO

673 Higuera
543-6146

Adobe Plaza]
7367 El Camino Reali
466-4410

Mustang Dailv

S P O R T S B R IE F S
Although the Cal Poly
women’s volleyball team lost
to Pacific last Saturday, the
Lady Mustangs became the
f ir s t
team
sin c e
la s t
November to defeat the
Tigers in game one of a
match.
Stanford took a game one
from Pacific last year. The
Tigers’ winning streak stands
at 32 matches overrall, 21 in
conference and 16 on the
road.

Correction

RUNNERS
From page 12
runners who will race throughout
the season.
The team this weekend is at
the oldest and largest meet in the
East, the Notre Dame Invita
tional in South Bend, Ind. The
Mustangs will be meeting some
of the top teams in the nation,
many for the first time.
They will also travel to

Evansville, Ind., the site of this
year’s nationals, to see and test
the course.
“ This will be a major advan
tage and a good opportunity for
the guys to get a look at the
course ahead of time,’’ said
Henderson.
The trip is being made possible
through alumni grants, parental
contributions and fund-raising.

1,1P87

71

98%
Ultraviolet
Reduction

•

3M

riMT SHOP

QUALITY PRODUCTS
AND TRAINED
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLERS
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ARRANTY ask

for oftailS/

32%
Heat
Reduction
•
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Glare
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• Special
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Resistant
Coating
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STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
Featuring T o p Q u a litv W o r k m a n s h ip !

731
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G ift C e r tific a te s
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* * *

Portland State running
back Curtis Delgardo and Cal
State Northridge safety Kip
Dukes have been named the
W estern
F o o tb all
C on
ference’s players of the week.
Delgardo rushed for 197
yards on 16 carries and
scored three touchdowns in
the Vikings’ victory over
Southern Utah State.
Dukes
intercepted
two
passes and had a third called
back on a penalty as the
Matadors defeated Sonoma
State. He also had four
tackles and a sack.

B u c k le y R d •

Bu l l o n u o t i d Ituluslridl Frtrk

PRESENTING...

$20 HEALTH
CARD
Gives you lots of extras!
Good for all 3 quarters (Fall,Wtr., Spr.)
For more information, contact
the Health Center at 756-1211.

DO YOU PLAN A CAREER IN
B U S IN E S S , M A R K ETIN G OR
F A SH IO N M ER C H A N D ISIN G ?
ARE YOU A HARD WORKING
INDIVIDUAL WITH HIGH EXPECTATIONS?
Then make SWEATS & SURF a part o f your
life. Experience merchandising, public
relations, and business first hand.
APPLY IN PERSON FOR FULL/PART TIME
SALES MGMT. POSITION AT THE
CENTRAL COAST PLAZA.

WeVe given our brains
to saence.
The 77-65 hiis all the
Tl-bC fm k tKm.s, plus a
\topu ateh/tinier for lab u <>rk,
eight physical constants for icse

The 7 1' 6 () /lu K tiuiis iru /utli'
tii/ a >tu vrsK m.s,

hi’,\tuii'tTrnul/(

mtt'jijTtitKm u.smi; Siin/is(m'.s rule,
s M tis tif s (iru ltu lin jii linear regres
sion), trend line uruilysis and
m e tric to English conversions.
V(»u can fnogram 84 steps.

m f/iermocivTUimie.s u n J

physics as u cll as [ \ ‘cision
Trogtanwiing capabilities.
Y( IK can pT( )gram 100 steps

■ H

TI advanced scientifics have
all the right engineering and
science functions to help you
function better in school.
W hen we set out to make our most
advanced scientific calculators, we
gave a lot o f thought to what your

(cM W T I .

science, math and engineering
problems are. T h en we designed our
calculators around them . T h e result:
the TI-60 and the new TI-65 are
both packed with built-in functions.
Plus, there are programming steps to
speed you through repetitive calcula
tions. But even though both can

13

Monday.
Police responded to party
complaints on Friday and Satur
day, but not on Sunday. Mon
day’s visit was in response to
loud music coming from a car
parked nearby.

In Wednesday’s Mustang Dai
ly, a story titled “ Parties prompt
police problem s’’ incorrectly
reported that officers responded
to complaints of party noise at
Delta Tau’s fraternity house
Friday, Saturday, Sunday and

^üTOBODV. PMINI

* * *

Hawaii’s Teee Williams has
been named the Pacific Coast
A th le tic
A s s o c ia ti o n ’s
volleyball player of the week
for her performance in the
Wahines’ two-match sweep of
Cal State Long Beach.
Williams, a sophomore,
pounded 17 kills in each
match, recording an outstan
ding .630 hitting percentage.
She also totaled four assists,
two service aces and seven
blocks over the weekend.

Thursday .O cto b e r

I

handle the hardest problems, they’re
easy to use. Uirge, color-coded keys
and simple keyboard layouts mean
you spend less tim e figuring out the
calculator and more tim e figuring
out your problems.
So if you’re the kind of student who’s
got science on the brain, get the

*

calculators from the folks who’ve given
their brains to science. The Advanced
Scientifics from Texas Instruments.

T

e x a s

^

In s t r u m e n t s

1
14
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FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Johnston Chiropractic Gmic Inc is sponsoring a spinol check
up and Scoliosis Screening program os a public service. This
service will include consultation physical examination and a
report of findings.

V «-.

WARNING SIGNS OF SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS
• Recurring Heodoches

Numbness in Hands A Arms

• Diuiness, Slurred Vision

Less of Sleep

• Neck, Shoulder

k Arm

Difficult Sreathing

Pain

Numbness in Legs A E n t

• Low Sock A Leg Pain
• Pain Setween Shoulders

If you suffer from any of these warning signs call immediately to
prevent possible advancing complications. This Free Spinal public
service is for a limited time only, by appointment, please.
,•'*‘ ’ 4
Please mentioned at time of visit

For An Appointment Call 541-2727

)ohnston Chiropractic Clinic
Palmer Graduate

1150 Grove Street

San Luis Obispo

Mustang Daily

SCOREBOARD

Volleyball/PCAA standings
Conference games (as of Sept. 30)
T e a m ............................................................

..W

L

Pet.

H a w a ii.........................................................
P a c ific .........................................................
San Jose S ta te ...........................................
UC Santa Barbara.......................................
Cal State Long B e a c h ...............................
San Diego S ta te .........................................
UC Irv in e .....................................................
Cal P o ly .......................................................
Fullerton S ta te ...........................................
Fresno S ta te ...............................................

.. 4
.. 4
.. 4

0
0
0

.. 2
.. 2
.. 1
.. 1
.. 1
.. 0

3
3
2
3
4
4

1.000
1.000
1.000
.500
.400
.400
.333
.250
.200
.000

.. 2

2

NCAA volleyball poll
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pacific
Hawaii
BYU
UCLA
Nebraska
Stanford
Texas
Colorado State
Illinois
San Jose State

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Kentucky
Oregon
UC Santa Barbara
Long Beach State

use

Northwestern
Arizona
Cal Poly
Texas-Arlington
Pepperdine

Coming Next Week
October 5th - 9th

C O M P U T E R B O O K F A IR
Save 20% on the Latest Books
From
Addison-Wesley and Sybex
Sales Representatives available to answer your questions
on Monday and Tuesday
Word Processing
Word Perfect
Word Star
Page Maker
Post Script

Lotus 1-2-3
Desk Top Publishing
Turbo Pascal
Autocad

EIQ niqI

MON -FRI 7:45AM-4:30PM;

DBase III Plus
A1 and OP Systems
MS/PC Dos
UNIX

BookslDie

Professional Alterations
At Reasonable Rates
In A Timely Manner...
940 Chorro Street ■ SLO
541-4987

SAT 10:30AM-2:30PM

PAT JACKSON'S AMERICAN DANCE
n STUDIO
LOCATIONS!!
Atascadero:
466-5203

Arroyo Grande:
In th e V illa g e

481-3284

San Luis O bispo:
1556 Lizzie St.

Our dancers can
be seen on “Solid
Gold", "Fdme",
"Academy Awards”,
TV Specials, Broadway,
Las Vegas,
& in many
commercials.

543-4409

The Place to Go Before Going Pro

Mustang Daily

DUKAKIS
From page 7
erstwhile
Democratic
front
runner who was brought down by
his association with model Don
na Rice.
Leslie Dach, a campaign com
munications specialist, was ap
pointed acting manager of the

campaign.
Dukakis said he telephoned
Biden early Wednesday and
apologized.
Biden withdrew from the race
last week amid controversy over
the tape and other incidents of
borrowed rhetoric, and over
d is c lo s u r e s
th a t
he had
misrepresented his law school

career.
In Washington, Biden had
nothing to say. “ I think you
ought to talk to the governor. I
have no comment at all,” the
Delaware senator said.

is “ not going to sink (Dukakis’s)
campaign.” But he said he would

Among the other Democratic
candidates, former Arizona Gov.
Bruce Babbitt, who happened to
be in Boston, said the disclosure

Rep. Richard Gephardt
Missouri, whose campaign
been falsely implicated in
video incident, said through

have fired Sasso. “ It simply
cannot be tolerated. If there are
rules and they are broken, you’ve
got to go,” Babbit said.
of
had
the
an

Thursday , O ctober 1,1987
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aide, “ I hope we can now close
the book on this incident and get
on with the campaign.”
Although supplying reporters
with
damaging
inform ation
about political rivals is a com
mon tactic in Massachusetts pol
itics, the Democrats running for
president have ail stressed their
commitment to “ positive” cam
paigns.

C L A S S I P'l E D

•SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MGMT*
MEETING: AG ENG 123 11AM THURS.
AC&R CLUB MTG. COME HAVE FUN
THURS 10/1 6 PM BULD12 RM110

ALL NRM STUDENTS
1st NR CLUB MTG THURS OCT 1 SCI
NORTH RM 215 11AM. NEW AND RE
TURNING STUDENTS ENCOURAGED TO
JOIN. MTG EVERY OTHER THURS______
AMA MEETS EVERY TUESDAY 11:00 ARCH
225 ALL MAJORS WELCOME!!__________

ATTENTION ALL MAJORS MERICAN MAR
KETING ASSOCIATION INVITES YOU TO
COME TO AMA’S NEXT MEETING TO DIS
COVER WHAT BUSINESS IS ALL ABOUTITOURS, GUEST SPEAKERS, SOCIAL AC
TIVITY, SPECIAL EVENTS, AND FRIENDLY
PEOPLE! TUES. 11AM ARCH 225

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOCIETY
MEETING
MON. OCT.5 7:30PM MUSIC BLDG
RM. 218. SPECIAL GUEST TBA. ALL
MAJORS WELCOME. REFRESHMENTS.
BUISNESS STUDENTS!
DELTA SIGMA PI
The Professional Bus. Fraternity
is having its
‘Meet the Chapter Night'
THURS OCT 1 ARCH 225 7:00PM

SKILLS. THERE ARE OVER 60 POSITIONS
OPEN ON ACADEMIC AND CAMPUSWIDE
STANDING COMMITTEES. SEE LINDA
LEE IN UU217A FOR AN APPLICATION.
DEADLINE IS FRI. OCT. 9 AT 5PM________
How To Keep Quality In Your Study Habbits
12-1 PM Oct 1st Chase Hall Room 102
Incest: A Support group tor women V\tednesdays 2-4 pm Counseling Services 546-2511
Interpersonal Group Thursdays 3-5 pm Counseling Services 546-2511________________
ISNA CAL POLY PRESENTS A LECTURE

‘WHAT EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT ISLAM AND MUSLIMS' Dv: MUZZAMILSIDDIQITHUROCT.1 7pmCHUMASH
AUDITORIUM UNIVERSITY UNION RM 204
REFRESHMENTS AT 6:30 PM___________

JOIN

NOW

USHER CORP CAL
POLY THEATRE DROP

BY THE THEATRE TO SIGN UP OR CALL
756-1421 FOR AN APPLICATION_______

LACROSSE

Come Break The
Yom Kippur Fast
Saturday Sept 30 7:00 pm. For more into
call 546-9694____________________ __

COMPOSITES CLUB
MEETING

GUEST SPEAKER FROM NORTHROP
DETAILS ON JPL FIELD TRIP
TUES OCT 6 AT 7PM, FISCHER SCI 289
introduction to AMNESTY INT’L A Speaker
and film Thurs 11:00 Math Rm 203. Come
find out about this human rights group
IS IT SNOW YET?
~ ~
IT IS FOR THE SKI CLUB
WED SEPT 30 g 800 PM
FISHER ROOM 286 COME SEE
•THE GOOD THE RAD THE GNARLY'
MECHA Chicano Students Movement Meets
Wed. Sept.30 Science North room 206 67PM
MU DELTA PHI
health professions club first mtg all majors
welcome - refreshments Science & Math
dean Dr. Fierstine speaks on the health pro
fessions this thurs 11 am SciNorth Room 206

VIETNAMESE STUDENTS ASSO.-VSA
MEETING FRI OCT 2 700PM RM 52E26
ALL NEW MEMBERS WELCOME. FUN!!

WATER-SKI
ANY LEVEL - TRIPS PLANNED
WED 730 SCI NO 206 JOIN US!

GET INVOLVEDIDEVELOP LEADERSHIP

MTG

Anyone interested in Lacrosse
Competition at the J.V. or
variety level please attendThurs. Oct 1 11:00 am N. Sei 201
New T. Bible Study, discuss. Food Topics:
Love vs Hate, Reformers Russians, Gov’nt,
Thankfullness, Negotiation vs. Antagonism,
What Peace on Earth? COME! Jesus had
an opinion, what’s yours? Presby- terian
Church, Marsh and Morro Sundays 9:3010:30 a m. Welcome!___________________
Re-entry Discussion Group Thursday 11-12
noon Counseling Services 546-2511_______
ROSE FLOAT CLUB

ROSE SALE
UU PLAZA FRIDAY 10/3

S.M. TOW ER 386-87!!
Reunion Bonfire/BBQ THIS Sat. at Port
S.L. 5pm. Bring your own stuff. Confused?
call Lori x3070
SAVE TIME - EL CORRAL OFFERS 3 TO
5 DAY DELIVERY ON SPECIAL ORDERED
BOOKS-ASK FOR DETAILS AT CUSTOMER
SERVICE COUNTER___________________
Skills To Reduce Your Textbook Reading
Time Seminar Oct 1st 3-4:30 PM Chase Hall
Room 102 546-1256____________________
Stress Management Group Mondays 3-5 pm
Counseling Services 546-2511
Test Preparation Seminar Oct 1st Chase Hall
room 102 546-1256 10AM - 12PM________
WOMEN’S W4TER POLO
INFO MEETING ON MON OCT 5 IN UU
219. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! QUES
TIONS? LAURA 543-2088 OR LISA 5445695. OH YEA, WE NEED A COACH AS
WELL. SO GUYS, HELP US OUT!!!

ALPHA SIGMA FALL
RUSH

THRU. OCT.1 5-8:00PM Bar-Nite
SAT. OCT.3 3:00PM Tailgate Party
At Poly Grove Before Game
SUN. OCT.4 7PM Indoctrination

ALPHA UPSILON FALL RUSH 87^AT9/26
TOGA party G rangehall 8pm Sun9/27
BEER8iBONES EIChorropark12 Tue9/29 Spa
gh e tti
F eed493P ism o6pm
TH10/1
SMOKER(coat8itie)752Palm730 Call 5469312 for details________________________
ATTENTION TAU-PRIFICS
YOU PLEDGES ARE AWESOME! WE
ARE GOING TO HAVE A BLAST
THIS WEEKEND. LOVE THE ZETA’S
DELTA TAU FRATERNITY
PRESENTS

FALL RUSH
1987

WED 9/23 SPUD’S NIGHT 8PM
THURS 9/24 TRAVEL THE WORLD 8
FRI 9/25 TG
SAT 9/26 BACK TO THE BEACH 8
(BEACH ATTIRE REQUIRED)
MON 9/28 SMOKER(COAT&TIE) 8PM
WED 9/30 AOII EXCHANGE 7PM
THURS 10/1 SOUTH OF THE
BORDER NIGHT 8PM
FRI 10/2 TOGA!!!
SAT 10/3 INTERVIEWS TBA
ANY QUESTIONS CALL 543-9656

DSP-LETS SPEND THE HOLIDAYS
TOGETHER AGAIN SOMETIME!!!
LOVE, GAMMA PHI BETA

GO BETA
IF YOU WOULD LIKE YOUR MEMBERS
TO BE REGISTERED TO VOTE IN CITY
ELECTIO NS,
CONTACT
ROBERT
AN4WATY 541-1440 543-7379___________
PHI KAPPA PSI RUSH FALL 1987 WED
SEPT 23 SPAGHETTI DINNER 6:30 THURS
SEPT 24 TNL 9:30 SAT SEPT 26 EXCHANGE
8:30 TUES SEPT 29 BBQ RIB DINNER 6:30
WED SEPT 30 SMOKER 8:00 COAT&TIE
THURS OCT 1 INTERVIEWS BY APPT
R ock-a-bye Lam bda C h i,o u t by the
dock.Dancing in P.J.s,the cradle will rock.We
want to rage,and have a ball,so get psyched
Lambda Cni, Alpha Phi, and all!!__________
Sigma Kappa’s Pledge Class is
ONE OF A CHI-ND. WE LOVE YOU!
SK ACTIVES

SIGMA NU RUSH 87
Thurs 9/24 Dinner Vets Hall 7pm Fri 9/25
Sports Cuesta Park 4pm Sat 9/26 Sorority
Exchange TBA Mon 9/28 Aloha Night 7pm
Tue 9/29 Slide Presentation TBA Wted 9/30
Smoker Discovery Inn 7

ASI Films Presents

CHILDREN OF A
LESSER GOD

FRI. 10/2 7 8.9:30
Chumash Aud. $1.50

BASKETBALL CHEER TRYOUTS FRI OCT
9 CALL 546-9113 FOR INFO_____________
BECOME A MEMBER OF THE GROWING
ASI CORPORATE MARKETING TEAM. DE
VELOP LEADERSHIP SKILLS AND HELP
IMPROVE ASI. PICK UP AN APPLICATION
FROM LINDA LEE IN UU217A. DEADLINE
IS FRI OCT. 9

Herbalife Independent Distributor call me for
products Chris543-8172
JAMES DEAN LIVES POSTERS, CARDS,
MUCH MORE. AT THE SUB, 879 HIGUERA
541-3735_____________________________
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days Guaranted call
CHRIS 543-8172

CASH for your used Lps, Cassettes, CD’s!
Cheap Thrills Records, 879 Higuera, SLO.
We buy more, pay more, and sell for less.
Come see!
COACH L POTLUCK PHOTO REUNIONS
FRI DAY 10/9-CALL FOR DETAILS 541-4344
OR 544-8968

COMPUTER BOOK FAIR
SAVE 20% - NEWEST & BEST COMPUTER
BOOKS FROM ADDISON-WESLEY AND
SYBEX - OCT 5-9 -EL CORRAL

DECEASED
STEVEN A. MERCK
BORN OCT 1, 1962-DIED OCT 1, 1987
SURVIVED BY NO ONE
KNOWN BY NO ONE
LOVED BY NO ONE
MISSED BY NO ONE

THUR 10/1 SAFARI PARTY 7:30
FRI 10/2 GAME NIGHT 7:30
SAT 10/3 COAT AND BOW TIE 7:30
MON 10/5 INTERVIEWS TBA

THETA CHI RUSH

HI

Bulimia Support Group Time & Day to be
arranged Counseling Services 546-2511

LITTLE SISTER RUSH

Thanks Phi Kappa Psi, we had a
great TIEm! Let’s match up again
sometime! Love Sigma Kappa
THANKS TO ALL ZTA’S FOR ALL YOUR
EXTRA EFFORT ZETAS ARE HOT!!!

A lpha

Biofeedback Group Vitednesday 3-5 pm Counseling Services 546-2511________________

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

A lpha
SHORTS PARTY

SAT OCT 3 1987 AT 9:00 CHUM AUD AFTER C P. GAME/ADDTL
$1.00 OFF BEFORE 11 W/ TCKT STUB

GAMING NIGHT WEN 23 AT HOUSE 8PM
FUN IN THE SUN SAT 26 HOUSE 10AM
SERENADING MON 28 HOUSE 730PM SPA
GHETTI DINNER WEN 30 HOUSE 8PM
ULTIMATE BBQ TH 1 CUESTA PARK 3PM
INVITATIONAL PARTY

ASI FILMS PRESENTS: RAISING ARI
ZONA Chumash Aud. $1.50 WED. 9/30
7,900

ALPHA EPSILON PI
280 CALIFORNIA BLVD.
RUSH 87

THURS: SMOKER 6:00(FORMAL ATTIRE)
FRI: INVITATION ONLY 8.00PM
ANY QUESTIONS CALL 541-9748

ALPHA PHI:
Get excited for Derby Daysl We sure are!
We love you! Your coaches Steve, John, $
Joel.

COMPUTER FAIR

SATOCT 3rd 9AM-6PM PARK SUITE
HOTEL. EXHIBITIONS, SPEAKERS, DOOR
PRIZES. CALL 528-0121 FOR INFO . FREE
ADMISSION

FUN CRAFT CLASSES AVAILABLE!!! Stop
by your UU Craft Center for B/W Photo,bike
repair.woodworking and more!Relax and get
creative!!

LET’ S GET AQUAINTED

AMA ICE
BREAKER BBQ FRI OCT. 2 4:00 CUESTA
PARK ALL MAJORS WELCOME TO JOIN
IN THE FUN!
MIDNIGHT MOVIE ATTHEFREMONT TRUE
STORIES - TALKING HEADS OCT. 2&3
DOOR PRIZES BE THERE

$100 REWARD: INFO TO RECOVER 20IN
UNIVEGA MTN BIKE, AQUA. 544-2126

WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 30 LBS
IN 30 DAYS. GUARANTEED! 481-1128
Wanted: Female ovolactovegetarians Ages
18 to 30,Senior project com- paring blood
lipids to omnivores. Will mail blood profiles.5286836

***FREE***FREE***FREE***
ATTIC INSULATION WEATHERSTRIPPING
WATERHEATER BLANKETS-SPONSORED
BY SO CAL GAS. CALL ENERGY 544-4355
•MICKI & HELEN*______________________

CAR TROUBLE ?
Bowman’s Services
541-4919

IF YOU NEED IT NOW, WE DELIVER! TSHIRT PRINTING-HIGH QUALITY- LOW
PRICES- CHEAP T’S 995-2560

I’m still typing. For work You can trust, call
Susie. 528-7^05 Thanks
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING Fast/
Cheap Revisions Spell Check Computer Edu
cation Sves. 528-5049

YARD PERSON

PART TIME HRS AVAIL. IN BUILDING
MATERIALS YARD,SLO AREA.JOB INCL
TRACTOR OPERATION.HELPING CUSTOM
ERS.YARD MAINT.AND ERRANDS. CALL
WEEKDAYS 8AM-11AM 544-1375

69 FORD van 1 ton rebuilt engine & trans
$2000 obo call 544-9568________________
ALL MEN’S WALKSHORTS $5.00 OFF
WOMEN'S SPORTSWEAR 40% OFF AT THE
SEA BARN IN AVILA BEACH

BACK TO SCHOOL BLOWOUT!!!
ALL AEROBIC/RUNNING TIGHTS
ONLY $9.00
WELLS SPORTSWEAR OUTLET
245 TANKFARM RD 541-4248
DON’T MISS IT!!!

MOUNTAIN BIKE-LIKE NEW $350.00 18'
ROCKHOPPER 541-0168 CHRIS
NAGELS Commémoratives and others Some
Frmd SAVE$ 549-7739 Lv msg___________
TV. B & W Perfect for dorm room. 13in LIKE
NEW $50/bo 543-4810
W aterbed for sale_Queen size,new
heater,brass trim.designsheetsand comforter
incld$150, 541-6833

1983 HONDA VT500FT ASCOT Low miles,
recently tuned, runs great. Black with new
Metzeler tires. With helmet, $1000. A great
deal. Call Matt at 544-4329 or 756-1143.
1980 Red Peugeot Moped. Runs great $200
obo Call 544-4830______________________
1984 GPZ750 Low Miles, Good Cond. $2200
PH 544-7258 TOM

RANCH TRIP
/Time to get away,have fun&relax! sign up
now
in
the
Escape
Route
UU112.Fun,homemade ice cream, clerk train
ing,hiking,spa,only$18 This weekend fri-sun
Oct2-4

‘ ••DANCERS***

SIDI REV sz44 Brnd NW $68 5432967

72 DODGE CORONET V 8.318,RUNS
WELL,A CRUISER $500 OBO 544-6207

A FEW GORGEOUS MEN NEEDED FOR
local exotic dance Revue. Will train: CALL
NOW tor interview. NIGHT OWL PRODUCTIONS 528-8831 ______________________
DO YOU HAVE WORK STUDY? DO YOU
LIKE PEOPLE? DO YOU WANT A POSI
TION HERE ON CAMPUS WHICH WILL
TEACH YOU ORGANIZATIONAL, PUBLIC
RELATIONS AND PEOPLE SKILLS? IF
YOU ANSWERED ‘YES' TO THOSE QUES
TIONS, THEN CALL X3396 FOR MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT HOW YOU CAN
WORK IN ONE OF OUR RESIDENCE HALLS
AS A DESK ATTENDANT TODAY!
HURRY! AVAILABLE POSITIONS ARE LIM
ITED_________________________________
EARN $HUNDREDS WEEKLY$ IN YOUR
SPARE TIME. UNITED SERVICES OF AMER
ICA IS LOOKING FOR HOMEWORK-ERS
TO PERFORM MAIL SERVICES. INCEN
TIVE PROGRAMS AVAILABLE. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, SEND A LARGE SELFADDRESSED, STAMPED ENVELOPE TO
USA 24307 MAGIC MTN. PKWY, SUITE
;306, VALENCIA. CA. 91355_____________
LARGEST SUPPLIER OF AGRICULTURAL
GYPSUM HAS A PART TIME OPPORTUNIT
Y FOR AN AGRONOMIST TO PERFORM
AN D EVALUATE RESEARCH ASSIGN
MENTS A ND DO LITURATURE INVESTI
GATION OF GYPSUM USE. SEND RESUME
OR WRITE TO H.M. HOLLOWAY, INC. 714
6th ST, WASCO. CA. 93280.

1 F RMMT NEEDED TO SHARE RM IN
FURN CONDO MICRO,FP,W/D, & MORE
$250/MO ICL UTILS 543-5108___________
2 ROOMMATES WANTED: 1 ROOM IN a
brand-new condo at 1230 Foot hill ;220. Place
furnished w/own washer & dryer. 2 minute
walk to Poly campus. Asking $600 for room
or $300 per person.544-3033_____________
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED! Live at the
best Ceder Creek Village. Only $230 a month,
including covered parking, (jail Brian 5499077
NEED ONE RENTER TO SHARE ROOM 2
BDRM HOUSE 230 UTIL. PAID CALL ANYTIME 544-3341_______
ROOM & BOARD W/FAMILY IN HOME FE
MALE TO SHARE ROOM $230/MO All utili
ties pd ex. phone Pismo Beach 481-5343
eves.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN LAGUNA LAKE CONDO FURNISHED
OR NOT W/ POOL, OWN BATH SUNDECK
CALL 546-8831 $200.00 /MO

2 bdm appts Furn or unfurn 9 mon Lease
Pool Tennis Free utilities call 544-2176.

DRY CREEK APARTMENTS
LEARN AND EARN! Add AG 100 this Fall
(3) and grow and market vegetables, field
crops and fruit.(available to all majors). Sign
up in Crop Science Dept, office, AG 129,
756-1237.
NOW ACCEPTING APPL. FOR COUNTER
AND DEL. PERSONS (MUST HAVE OWN
CAR) APPLY AT NEROS 1017 MONTEREY

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE HELPERS

PART TIME, MUST BE AVAIL MOST SAT
URDAYS LOOKING FOR AN ENERGETIC
NEAT, WELL ORGANIZED PERSON TO
HELP CUSTOMERS, DO BOOKEEPING AN
SWER PHONES & ASSIST IN OFFICE MAIN
TENANCE. SEND NAME, ADDRESS. &
PHONE + BRIEF EXPLANATION OF YOUR
INTEREST IN THE JOB & QUALIFICATIONS
TO: PERSONNEL. PO BOX 1792, SLO
93406.

Starling at $395. Low Security Deposits. Phone
Daily 9am-6pm. 238-4080 1227 Corral Creek
PR.

GREAT HOUSE
Need 2FM Rmmts Nonsmokers Across from
Poly,hot tub,deck,laundry, fully furnished plus
more! call MalenaiAlison 541-1530
PINECREEK CONDO NEW- NEED 3 FM
ROOMMATE.
$238-275/M O .
CALL
MICHELLE. (714)644-4192

BUYING A HOUSE7FOR A FREE LIST OF
ALL THE AFFORDABLE HOUSES/CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO, INCLUDING CONDOS
NEAR POLY. CALL STEVE NELSON 5438370, FARRELL SMYTH. INC MESSAGE
Condos & Homes for sale informatio n packet
available on campus Call Marguerite C21
541-3432_____________________________
FREE LIST of condos S houses for sale in
SLO. County Properties Call Mary Lou. Real
tor. 543-0803
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KIM
From page 1
Dae-jung deadlocked in talks
Tuesday, when each urged the
other to step aside.
Seventy-three party memberlawmakers met Wednesday to
discuss the growing crisis. They
formed a six-member committee
to get the two Kims together for
more talks.

A top Kim Young-sam aide,
speaking on condition of ano
nymity, said Wednesday, “ It is
certain now the two Kims will
break away and run in the elec
tion, barring a last-minute con
cession by either one, which is
very unlikely.”
Kim Dae-jung, citing his recent
trips to provincial cities which
drew large crowds, said he could
not ignore the strong wishes of

'k

SPLIT
From page 1
achieve democracy,” the Seoul
daily Dong-a Ilbo said in an
editorial.
The Kims, who earlier promis
ed that just one of them would
run, both insisted they were best
qualified for president and
demanded the other bow out.
Both said they alone could en
sure democracy.
Kim Young-sam is president of
the Reunification Democratic
Party, and Kim Dae-jung is its
adviser.
Observers agree a single op
position candidate would have an
excellent chance of winning.
They say the split between the
Kims and their squabbling could
earn votes for government can
didate Roh Tae-woo.

TAKE N’ BAKE

PIZZA
Take and Bake and Save
*30% LESS THAN OTHER PIZZA’S
^GENEROUS TOPPING PORTIONS
*HOT FROM YOUR OVEN IN
1042 MINUTES

I t

COUPON

Pro Spoke C yc le ry
Kryptonite "U" Lock
$24.50

TAKE N’ BAKE PIZZA

're g . $30.00

Take and Bake and Save

or any bicycle tube
half-price!

'

1-TOPPING PIZZA
Large 16” Pizza $5.95
Medium 12" Pizza $4.15
Small 10” Pizza $2.80

BRING IN THIS CO UPO N TO OUR NEW LOCATION
O N HIGUERA STREET
(b e tw e e n Osos a n d M orro)

541-3600
COUPON EXPIRES OCTOBER 17,1987

Foothill Plaza S.L .O .
Expires 1 0 / 2 5 / 8 7

CALL AHEAD
5 4 1 -6 6 0 6

I

'
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Roh, a former general who
helped install Chun in power, has
been trying to project a moderate
image stressing democracy and
stability despite the governm
ent’s authoritarian record.
The two Kims have long been
bitter rivals. They ran against
each other in presidential elec
tions in 1980 that were called off
when the army intervened and
put Chun in power.
Temporary allies against Chun,
the two Kims and other opposi
tion leaders have often spent
more time fighting each other in
stead of the authoritarian gov
ernments that have dominated
the country for most of its brief
history.
Kim Dae-jung points to his
long years of imprisonment and
house arrest. Kim Young-sam
insists it was his actions that
kept opposition alive under Chun
and eventually opened the way to
full democracy.
“ It is my judgment that my
running for president is in accord
with reason and to ensure the
safe transition to democracy,”
Kim Young-sam told reporters.
Kim Dae-jung countered by
pointing out that huge crowds at
his political rallies in various
parts of the country have
demanded he run for president.
“ 1 could not disregard their ar
dent desires,” he said.
But more than personal ambi
tion is involved in the clash be
tween the two Kims. Their
rivalry reflects some of the basic
problems and factors in Koreans
politics, which are to a large ex
tent based on factionalism
centered on strong leaders.
The leader who wins the
presidency will have dozens of
government positions and other
rewards to lavish on his sup
porters for long years of loyalty.
The Kims’ factions are deter
mined that their leaders run for
president.
The two Kims also typify the
regionalism that further divides
the country. Each leader depends
to a large extent on the support
of his home region and its an
tagonism to other regions.
Hope that the two Kims may
yet agree on a single candidacy
has not been altogether aban
doned. The Korea Herald, noting
the anger of many people, said it
could force the Kims to com
promise.
“ One of the two ... might con
cede at the last minute,” it said.

people for him to run.
Despite the split, Kim Daejung said Wednesday he remain
ed confident the opposition
would win in the December elec
tions, the first popular voting
since 1971.
“ We are not fool enough to lose
the election. We will reach some
kind of agreement to win the
e l e c t i o n , h e said. He refused to
elaborate.
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“Vision
With Care.”

CO UN TR Y CULTURE
YO GUR T

You’ll like the personal
attention we give to your total
eye health and appearance.
You’ll appreciate our friendly
staff, expert guidance in frame
and contact lens selection, and
affordable fees.

8 grea t flavors d a ily!
35 tem pting toppings

meet your friends by
the creek for good times
and good yogurt!

•

•

M em ber o f the American
Optometrie AssiKiation
Eyecare Consultant for
Cal Poly Health Center

•

Specializing in Contact
Lenses

•

A ll Lens Types Available.
Including Sleep-In and

•

A ll Cases Accepted
Regardless o f
D ifricully

•

Selection o f the
Latest Fashion
Eyeware

•

Affordable Fees

•

Student Discounts

Derek L. Coombs, O.D
Doctor of Optometry
1029 Chorro Street
San Luis Obispo. CA 93401

543-4777

Tinted

M ission M a ll
(d o w n to w n b y th e c re e k )
M o n -S a t. 1 la m -1 0 p m
Sun. n o o n -5 p m

544-9007
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SURF

and

SKATE

FEEL BOLD...
BECAUSE YOU LOOK
GREAT!
*»

and the latest graphics are HOT!
• FULL LINE O F FALL SURFSTYLE CLOTHES
•SHIRTS • PANTS • SHORTS • SHADES
•V A N S • SURF ACCESSORIES • SKATEBOARDS

THE SURF REPORT IS BR O U G H T TO YO U EVERY M O R N IN G AT 8 :20 O N

6 6 7 M a r s h S t.
C o r n e r o f M a r s h & B ro a d
D o w n t o w n S a n L u is O b is p o
543-1676

MOUNTAIN AIR

SPORTS

Come in soon and
experience Revo
sunglasses for yourself
Phil Mahre calls them "the
best I've ever worn" And
Steve's opinion is. well
identical.

1334 M A D O N N A f?OAD
: A G U N A VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
SAN LUIS OBISPO
OPEN 7 DAVS
541-6661

KPGA
I
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